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INTERVIEW WITH LEAF 1:

THE HELIX LIBRARY
The following interview was recorded on February 1st, 2017, by Rupert Moon, and is the
first interview in a set. Please note that some elements have been modified, either so they
can be seen on the mind’s standard screen or in some cases to shield an identity for
security purposes.
Rupert: Can I record this so I can accurately quote you?
Leaf: Yes. However if you can destroy the audio file after you’ve translated to text, I
would appreciate it.
Rupert: Why?
Leaf: I’d prefer not to be identified at this time through voice print. It’s probably not
necessary but it’s a minor precaution as I’m not ready to go fully public. I’ve taken some
effort to disguise my identity, so I’ll be frank with anyone reading this that I’ve
purposefully seeded selected bits of misinformation into some of my online
communications, including this one, for the purposes of concealing my day-to-day
identity.
Rupert: Why the precaution? Are you worried about interference from a particular
group?
Leaf: There are nefarious groups who have the resources to jeopardize my mission if they
so decided, but these groups could jeopardize almost anybody’s mission, with a few
exceptions, and I don’t think they are focused on me, so no, not particularly. Nonetheless,
the higher stories of the Helix Library and the identity of the Ælves has been purposely
clouded for 11,000 years, and my revelations won’t be desirable to those who have
something to lose by the disclosure.
Still, most will view the correspondences from the Helix Library as one would a
speculative fiction novel, and this is certainly part of the plan given that mythological
stories have a power that stated, overt fact does not. Ælves have been described in fantasy
writings and myth even before Tolkien, but they have rarely been discussed in the context
of DNA, lineage, genealogy, timelines, genetics, history, origins, inception and future, or
in the context of fact. Ælves are so closely tied that they may indeed be inextricable from
myth. I don’t mind keeping them there and at the same time, I’d like to meld myth more
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fully into our mundane lives. Buddha said, “All Reality is a myth. Myth becomes ever
nearer to Reality.”
So no, there will mostly likely not be any countermeasures to discredit or cloud the
information I’m providing, because it can be so easily labeled fantasy or myth and safely
dismissed as such. Still, I’d like to keep my identity secret at this time so I can integrate
more easily into my daily life. It’s a choice of privacy. This is done purely for the purposes
of personal anonymity.
Rupert: Why are you releasing your work now?
Leaf: The suppression systems are well in place on this planet, but the underground love
revolution has begun to dismantle the prison walls, stone by stone. More and more people
are waking up to realize the suppression and control that are our cultural, political,
religious, philosophical, economic, and reality models, and saving my own activism for a
future time does not make sense. The Sovereign revolution and the courageous resistance
to suppression requires that each of stand up and from the heart, express the realities,
stories and possibilities of hope that bear the codes of a world rooted in love.
It is my own responsibility to make these stories Real and in my case, that meant coming
forward to express some concepts—like tools—that are intended to widen the perimeter
fence of the human mind’s habitual range. There is a long-term purpose to re-organizing
the human mind complex, from its present state of static and distortion—currently the
human mind is like a ship landlocked on an unholy, savage territory—to a harmonious
vessel that can sail the Cosmic High Seas, as intended.
Rupert: You’ve made some thought-provoking comments about the Helix Library, and
I’d like to start there, since it is central to the novel you shared with me, which I assume
you’ll be sharing with others at some point. Can you explain what it is?
Leaf: The simplest definition I can start you off with, is that the Helix Library is the
DNA mind. The library holds information specific to the human race, and it contains or
rather IS the mind of humanity at its genetic, subconscious and unconscious levels. The
DNA mind is not time-bound and is the storage of the belief systems and thought-scapes
of humanity across its entire manifested life-span: past, present and future. All of
humanity’s beliefs and programs across science, religion, philosophy, art, cosmology,
metaphysics, linguistics and every other discipline, are found in this library.
The belief-scapes are stored in the programming chambers of the Helix Library as source
coded information, and in the human vessel, these codes are broadcast via the DNA
molecule. Researchers have confirmed that the DNA molecule emits coherent light, like a
laser, as if it is “broadcasting.” The DNA molecule broadcasts light and sound to project a
reality field that conforms to the code, creating what we see around us in our daily lives,
and manifesting the cultures and contexts that we interface with. The stories and
information in the Library thus inform and manifest the physical reality we engage with.
They are responsible for the out-picturing of the reality platform we encounter. The
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Helix Library is the “blueprint” level of reality, the same way the blueprint for a house
informs its physical actuality.
The problem with this is that almost all of humanity is currently accessing only a
particular level within the Helix Library, and this branch contains codes and blueprints
considered suppressive, limiting, distorting and controlling. This section or branch is the
lower library, and humans being “informed” by and “projecting” this lower library have
broadcast a prison planet of vast, global suffering. Depending on which branch and level
of the Library that the life-form in question has access to, very different worlds can be
projected, and currently humanity’s external systems and environments are almost
exclusively sourced from the lower levels and blueprints of the Library.
Humans are currently locked out of higher stories, stories which could be considered
more expansive, encompassing, and un-limiting: the freedom keys. By the way, I’m using
the term stories both as a tale, and as a level—on each higher level, new stories can be
told.
Rupert: Are you trying to say the Helix Library represents or contains the mind systems
of humanity, both freedom networks and slavery networks? And that currently we are
taking out book networks— to use a metaphor—that are the ones coded for slavery?
Leaf: In a sense, yes, though that is a simplified metaphor, which is absolutely useful for
starting points. Not only are we “taking out or accessing book networks” but we are
propagating and sustaining the reality field delineated by the definitions, world-views,
belief-scapes and thought castles depicted by those book networks. Those book-networks
or blueprints generate the reality, although the book-networks themselves are sourced
from even more fundamental energy systems, in this case, of survival based on fear.
Rupert: How did you discover the Library?
Leaf: I Travelled1 to the higher levels of the Helix Library. The level of the Library that
humanity has access to, the one that is informing their lives, is comprised of distorted
information. This is the level of the Library that all humans can access, and could be
compared to one of the lower levels or branches—or even the dungeon. The information
stored here is distorted because it is not the original codes and information, but derivative.
Rupert: Derivative of what?
Leaf: In higher levels and branches of the Helix Library, there are codes, stories,
templars, blueprints and information stored that are considered the Original Stories.
These were conceived by representatives from humanity—that is, us—in what is
considered the “ancient future.” The Original Stories are the living templars, the mythic,
Travelling, Leaf later indicated, is one of the ways used to move between realms, realities, and
dimensions. It is marked with a capital T to distinguish it from traveling within a reality platform,
in the generally accepted, consensus way (such as taking the bus from a linear point A to B).
1
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archetypal blueprints created by the aspects of our selves known as the First Architects
and Central Designers and other Sovereign Entities (though they have many monikers),
some of whom I met in these higher locations, as the Helix Library also is the human
wing of the Original Library, and to say it is vast is the most perfect understatement I
know.
The patterns of the Original Stories are designed by our multidimensional authors or
selves to create realities, and the realities that can be generated using these blueprints are
vast, powerful, sovereign, and multidimensional.
The Original Stories that were designed as seed states for possible generative worlds were
modified and the distorted versions shelved in lower levels of the Helix Library in order
that humans would be informed by these subverted versions—the Shadow Subversions—
and not have access to the more expansive, multidimensional originals. The results of this
Censorship Conspiracy is a planet of poverty, prostitution, suppression, war, slavery,
greed, separation and conflict, as the distortions reflect across every level and dimension
of life, from the personal and inner to the public and external, informing every aspect and
moment of the third dimensional construct.
Rupert: Who are the authors who distorted the Original Stories? Is this what you were
referring to as the censorship conspiracy?
Leaf: The censorship conspiracy was part of a greater effort—purposeful—to enslave
humanity in a lower library of twisted stories, lies, thought-loops, and distorted
information so that humans would be trapped within a reality prison, and would fight
amongst themselves and be lured by distractions instead of try to remove the mental
prison walls. Who is right? Is this philosophy, or that religion, or this scientific view? Is this
thought-idea, or that one, true? Beliefs correlate with particular energy systems, and most
of humanity’s have generated the lower emotions such as jealousy, greed, fear, resentment
and anger. Conflict, wars, rape, human trafficking, enslavement: these are the results of
human minds, energy systems, and emotional bodies being programmed by the codes of
the lower library, and then continually generating the same codes, effectively reinforcing
the program loop at every curve and turn.
The babel of the conflicting thought and mind-scapes, and the limiting visions of all of
the ideas keep human minds closed and tuned exclusively to a particular channel: the
channel that was broadcast from the Babel Tower in order to keep humanity divided,
distracted, seeking, wanting, and fighting—all these things instead of Creating, and also
instead of realizing they had been imprisoned. The authors who distorted the Original
Stories were the creators of the Babel Tower, and they broadcast Anu’s channel and all of
its variations to the receiving towers of the human vessel.
Anu’s channel broadcast from the Babel Tower overpowered and filtered out all other
channels, including the higher harmonies, and this channel became the dominant reality
on earth in the simulation. This station was the one all humans in the matrix tuned into,
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and it kept human minds in boxes conceived for the exact purpose of keeping human
minds in boxes.
Rupert: A news channel?
Leaf: No—although that’s a revealing pun, so yes, in a way.
Anu’s Channel. A, N, U. Mythologically speaking, Anu was the emperor or king of the
Annunaki race, which was a race based on reptilian genetics, and he was the leader of a
combined effort to enslave humanity in this matrix or simulation, in effect creating a
mental “ship” that sailed solely on his “channel”—a lower “branch” of the Helix Library.
This mental ship he created for humanity IS the lower human mind system in its entirety,
and the ship he created could easily be called HMS Slave. In a sense he enslaved humanity
on this ship that sailed exclusively on Anu’s Channel while censoring higher channels, and
excuse my profanity, but that channel was shit.
In this metaphor system I’m currently using, the Babel Tower was like Anu’s Lighthouse,
promising a way out of the shit channel that he had made. The devil made a lighthouse to guide
you home. But it’s not YOUR home. The lighthouse ostensibly guided the human minds
seeking a way out of suffering to a certain destination—the promised so-called
enlightenment—but really Anu was just leading everyone to the Babel Tower, a fake
enlightenment of the mind, while the whole system was an elaborate mental loop that
kept human minds stuck in repetitions and just led humans exactly where Anu wanted
them to go—to another part of his house, not out of the simulation at all. It wasn’t
freedom from the program, it was the illusion of freedom along the set paths of
enlightenment, spirituality, and god, all of which were programs within the program,
designed to keep humans unaware of the simulation and their enslavement inside it.
Programs inside programs and boxes inside boxes.
Rupert: Was Anu the devil?
Leaf: Yes and no. Yes, but he was much more than just that—he is also the program of
what many think of as God. It’s a complex topic.
Rupert: Is the Babel Tower a part of the Helix Library?
Leaf: Yes—it is the name of one of the lower zones of the Helix Library, and it contains
distorted stories and sub-versions, particularly the distorted blueprints that relate to the
quest for knowledge, spirituality, gold, power, god, and enlightenment, though that is a
generalization.
These particular programs dictated that humans would become consumed by the quest
for something which they would never actually find. So, the program induced humans to
keep seeking and seeking. This kept them locked in Anu’s Channel, because they were
conditioned to believe they lacked gold, god, enlightenment, heaven, or something
essential—in the secular age its not always god, but instead people often think they must
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seek such things as fame, money, success, security, power, and the list goes on. Seeking is a
big thing for humans: seeking miracles, seeking answers. But this is the problem, see.
Because the seeker will always seek; the hunter will always hunt, and in Anu’s program,
they tend to forget to be present and realize that what they are seeking can only be found
when the seeking program is dropped.
Stop seeking it, and it is already present. It is already the case.
The programs broadcast from the Babel Tower were subtle distractions away from the
Sovereignty already innate in the human, and the program loop kept humans trapped
and ignorant of their entrapment in the mind. Humans forgot that they could live the
answer, be the miracle, instead of seeking what they thought they had lost. The entire so
called “way out of the program” was the mind program itself, and did not lead out at all. You
can’t escape the mind using the mind; that’s like trying to see a photon with a telescope or
trying to use the maze to stop being in the maze.
Rupert: Yes, I have a sense of this myself. I think many meditators get these insights after
serious silent meditation practice. Okay, but Babel Tower, Helix Library: are these actual
names?
Leaf: The Tower of Babel is a name that dates back to before biblical times; The Helix
Library is a name I coined, although the Helix Library has been given other names
depending on the time, place, dimension, and planet from which you make your
observations from, and as well, which branch of the Tree of Portals one is discussing.
Sometimes it is a challenge to discuss where one Entity leaves off and another begins. Yes,
there are names that are more original than others, and names that are more derivative.
Rupert: But why can’t you give me the Helix Library’s real name?
Leaf: What do you mean by its “real” name?
Rupert: It’s original name.
Leaf: Because its original name is not in English. The name “The Helix Library” is a
translation, into English, of a sound vibration hailing from a quantum, primary
dimension. And please remember that the Helix Library is not even the whole entity.
While it contains myriad branches, dimensions, realities, realms, codes, books,
information, templars, blueprints and stories within it, it in itself is but a branch of The
Tree of Portals.
Rupert: You mentioned this earlier. I have a sense of this from reading the glossary you
showed me, and from the descriptions in your novel, but can you describe it briefly?
Leaf: The Tree of Portals is the Tree of Life, the superstructure that contains all other
systems, structures, complexes, networks, and hierarchies within its multidimensional
architecture. Everything created is part of it. The infinite leaves on the Tree of Portals are
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life-forms: beings that are also (the way humans are intended to be) portals to other
realms, worlds, dimensions, and non-dimensions. It is the superstructure than contains all
that is.
The Helix Library is one branch of the Tree of Portals, the one that directly relates to
humans living on planet earth; it is a meta-dimensional database. It is the creation of
humanity and humanity’s descendants and ancestors across a vast spectrum of linear time
and even across the spiraling form of non-time known as eternity, and these entities and
realities are linked genetically, through the DNA that threads realities together—braiding
space and time to non-space and non-time.
Rupert: Okay, can you tell me more about how you were able to Travel to the Helix
Library, and also, how did you get to the higher levels, if you say that humans are locked
into the lower ones? Did you find a key?
Leaf: Anybody who creates a key to the higher levels of the Library may enter, and many
humans have done so. Keys are never given by the Librarian, the Portal Keeper, or
Doormage; keys must be made by each being who wishes to explore a higher, locked level.
Eventually, humanity as a whole will source from a higher level of the Library, but that
will not be for some time. Currently it is the choice and responsibility of the individual to
master the energetics to key other levels open and to live and act from a higher
perspective, if and as they choose to pass through the Gate.
The higher levels and stories are key and often password protected, but some humans
have entered. Some, when they did this, did not realize they were doing this. Some did it
many times, and others, perhaps just once or twice. For example, someone like Leonardo
Da Vinci may have formulated theories and created inventions by accessing the higher
levels of the Helix Library, and whether he realized the Helix Library’s true nature, or the
nature of the censorship conspiracy, is unknown to me personally, though I suspect that
he was one of the few who was in fact aware.
Many humans can access the higher levels, and regularly do, though most of these people
construct what is known as a temporary key, and can tend to get locked out again, and
many of them don’t get a sense of the entire censorship conspiracy or the nature of the
Library’s holographic portal system.
One example of this would be the writer’s angst, as once an artistic human Traveled
freely on the love channel in the higher levels to meet their Muse and some of the higher
authors and creators who still frequent these non-temporal levels, and then once locked
out, bemoaned their writer’s block. The higher stories and levels are where engineers,
technologists, architects, makers, writers, crafters, artists, poets, visionaries, scientists,
futurists, masters, and geniuses, of any and every discipline, get their ideas from.
Rupert: But how are these levels unlocked, temporarily or otherwise? How does
someone make a key?
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Leaf: Keys can be made in various ways. For each person, the key to enter the higher
chambers is different, and indeed, there are personalized chambers, Muses, Beings and
Songs particular to each person, which is a related point, and I won’t get into that now,
for that is about an Entity’s unique Origin Codes and how their personal blueprint gets
activated. But there are similarities in the nature of the key and first, we have to talk
about music.
You can conceptualize the Helix Library as a library of books—which is a helpful way for
humans to imagine it, as for obvious reasons that understanding books and libraries is
easy: we have those in this dimension.
But perhaps a more accurate way to conceptualize especially the higher levels of the Helix
Library is to imagine it as a collection of compositions, or—Songs. The Living Blueprints
of the higher levels of the Helix Library are more akin to Song Templates than books
with printed words in English or any other human alphabet or language. Books with
printed words are more a result of the Songs of the Helix Library being translated,
transduced and transcribed into alphabet based texts, which does happen at the lower
levels, the dungeons, and in the Tower of Babel. So there are word-books in the Helix
Library but these, with rare exceptions, tend to exist on the lower levels, and the codes
change from this type of language as one goes higher.
Imagine the Songs stored in the Library; imagine that songs are vibrational entities with
distinct boundaries, parameters and invocations. Songs are vibrational realities distinct
from other Songs. Each Song is thus an entire reality, and if a song template is applied
correctly with generative intent, can create resonant realities.
Rupert: Could you explain that again, or in different words? I’m with you, but I’d like to
fine tune my understanding.
Leaf: The human world is known as the third dimension. Consider that a “reality
platform,” a “matrix” or a “reality field.” The 3D simulated reality is generally a
consensus world, with all humans sharing an experience of a physical reality, but with
differing mental realities or “inner kingdoms” depending on their beliefs and lifeexperience. Yes?
Rupert: With you so far, team.
Leaf: Reality platforms vibrate at differing frequencies, or speeds, and 3D reality is
vibrationally segregated from other reality dimensions. In fact, that is how reality and its
dimensions is constructed: it is made up of vibrationally segregated reality platforms or
fields that are distinct from one another because of their musical signature, or in other
words, the continuum of density or non-density of their structure. Some realities are
vibrationally accelerated—the higher ones, and others decelerated—the lower. This is
related, of course, to the octaves.
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At higher levels there is less of a segregation, and realities can blend easily and interface
in a complex, enfolded holographic organization; when it comes to physical reality, the
segregation or quarantine from other realities is definitive and was in fact, purposeful, to
create a reality platform that could offer the separation of experience—the experience of
individuality and the exposure to estrangement and distinction. No other reality platform
that exists offers the experience of separation as fully as does the 3D world matrix—
where we live. So congratulations, you are doing fine. It’s hard here, and that’s an
understatement. This matrix was a purposeful creation designed to experience separation
and uniqueness, and this world, while challenging, offers a set of experiences that simply
cannot be had in the higher, more harmonious dimensions. The free will experiment
allowed negativity to exist and humanity descended into suffering—and currently the
experiment has calcified to its lowest point.
So the Songs or information collections in the lower libraries are dense, conflicting
creations that generate dense conflicting realities, such as the one we live in—it is highly
distorted, and millions of generations removed from the Original Realms, with
interference upon interference, like layers of static meshed with further layers of static.
Within this chaos we are challenged to become real, to become love, and to discern
between what is real and what is illusion—an epic task, and a game that cannot be played
other than in this physical matrix/simulation. The game is vast, and so has been the
suffering, but it is time for the experiment to shift.
The songs in the higher libraries vibrate at a higher speed or frequency and are able to
encompass larger degrees of other perceptual realities, and these Songs can encode more
information that is less derivative and more original, fundamental, or primary. These are
accelerated learning environments. These Songs can create higher, more harmonious,
and more encompassing realities if applied in one’s personal life, or collectively on Earth.
Back to your question. To access the higher Songs in the Library, one must make the Key.
The key, in this instance, can be thought of not as a physical key that opens a door that
you can get cut at a hardware store, but a musical key. In music, a key is a group of notes
based on a particular note and comprising a scale, regarded as the tonal basis of a
passage of music. To access the higher libraries, the key is to emit, as music from your
own self, a tonal key that is the prevailing tenor or pitch of the Original Stories.
Rupert: The key is emitting a tone. Okay, so how do we know the corresponding key in
the Original Stories, so we can “match” it? And I’m assuming you aren’t meaning with
our voices? How do we emit this from our own self ?
Leaf: The short answer will probably not suffice, so I will expand. The short answer is
Love.
Rupert: Love. Of course. We all really know that’s the answer, don’t we? Love. Not the
sentimental or jealous kind, I’m assuming.
Leaf. No, not that kind. And yes, love. Feeling love actually unwinds the DNA molecule,
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and DNA as you know, is a twisting helix. So to access further levels of the Helix Library,
the helix ladder has to unwind and expand, so you can travel the spiral ladder to the next
stories or levels.
When the DNA molecule unwinds within a particular human, they are broadcasting a
different reality and thus are able to enter chambers on higher levels, access accelerated
information, and then, if they are persistent2, they can translate this information into
human terms—by writing a song or book, making a movie, inventing a technology,
healing a disease, starting a venture or organization, helping someone in need,
experiencing harmony, or otherwise grounding the information into a real life
manifestation or creation or action. Creations aligned to the higher levels of the Helix
Library are known as Source Versions. As I’ve been quoted, “you want to create a
creation that creates creators” and when your creation is aligned to the Interleaf Portals
of higher levels of the Library, what you are creating is a Source Version that is linked to
the original harmonies and can act as a carrier wave for those harmonies.
When the central love is experienced by a human, the frequency of that human changes.
The vibration of the human changes. The vitality increases. The human becomes more
alive and present, as their multidimensional presences embody into the human body more
deeply. In this sense, the human vessel is able to encompass more of the original Breath
Body, that which encompasses soul identity and all other strata of identities, and its
behaviours become aligned with harmony.
As this happens, the Entity of a human (which includes what is commonly called soul) is
able to merge further with the physical vessel, which is a process and can takes years,
decades, lifetimes even. This change in the human is catalyzed by authentic feelings and
behaviours of love, which as James Mahu says, can be discussed as appreciation,
compassion, forgiveness, humility, understanding, and courage. I am referencing James
because he gives intelligent, potent, and powerful voice to the necessity and the capacity
of what he calls the heart virtues, and for more information I would highly recommend
his e-paper, “Living from the Heart,” which is a free pdf download. That said, there is no
authority on the subject and field of love: when true love is felt, it is by its nature an
equalizing force, and mathematically, no being can be excluded. Any exclusion is a
program, and love, like breath, is un-programmed.
As well, there are thousands of variants on these names of love, and these virtues are not
owned by anybody, but are the province and territory of all of us who seek to use
kindness, virtue, care, love, courage and beneficence to support each other and our planet
as she gives birth to a new human.
Rupert: So feeling the tone of the heart virtues, such as appreciation, unlocks the higher
levels of the Helix Library?

2

“Genius is 1% inspiration and 99% perspiration” -Edison
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Leaf: When one feels appreciation in their heart as an authentic flow, the entire system is
affected, and by system I mean two things. The first system is the human individual:
appreciation will change blood chemistry, hormonal secretions, glandular activity, nerve
connectors, and brain activity, and all for the better. The result is a heightened vitality, a
sharpened perception, a more relaxed network of aggregate parts, and an ability to more
fluidly make viable and relevant connections in real-time. The second system is the
universal, which contains the individual, and which the individual contains within, for the
Helix Library is contained in the human body. So when one consciously flows
appreciation through the human body-mind, it affects the individual, and it affects the
whole system of our reality via holographic broadcast along the sub-atomic web of
interconnectivity.
I’m using appreciation as an example because I would say it is, for most people, the love
intelligence to first augment in their personal sphere because of both its balancing and
expanding effects, and because it can tend to be accessible to most, but all the variations
of the heart virtues have equal power. Appreciation can also be the compensatory factor
when one is allowing the emotional entities of judgement, stress, ill-will, anger, hatred,
frustration, greed, fear, lack, dread, horror, and anxiety to control the human vessel.
Appreciation is the antidote to states that if dwelled on as calcifications and augmented as
savage cycles, become poisonous to the human mind-body-soul system.
Rupert: How does love, or appreciation, or any of the heart virtues, specifically become
a key to opening the locked doors of the Library?
Leaf: This is a complex subject, and I cannot speak for the details of others, because keys
are unique to each person. But the general equation is: when one is consistently emitting
a coherent tone of love from the body via the electromagnetic field generated by the
heart, this “matches” the channel or tone of the Song-books in the higher levels of the
Helix Library, or it will “match” the vibrational level of the Library containing many
Song-books.
One will enter the higher levels of the Helix Library when one can sustain this vibratory
state over a period of time, and then apply perceptional power to climb the Helix ladder,
pass through the Interleaf Portals, and interface with the Library from this new, higher
perspective, which is in itself a complex topic and something I can discuss further in
another moment. Emitting consistent love, the human’s entire body-mind complex begins
to change, shifting from the lower reality generated by the Tower of Babel with all its
indwelling limitations intact, and attuning to the higher stories broadcast from the Helix
Library, and over time—emitting a reality consistent with the higher stories into the
external world.
At first, the individual’s dominant reality is generated by the code equations of the lower
mind; this is the reality almost 99% of humans have experienced and were born into, and
share: the type of world where war, rape, and suffering are real, and despair controls the
human’s presiding perception. As the human becomes adept at emitting love and heart
coherence as their primary condition regardless of phenomenon and life conditions, and
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mastering the ability to avoid getting trapped in a low emotion or distorted thought-form,
they will begin to transfer their dominant reality towards a higher level, until they have
fully anchored the more expansive reality template into their body, cellular system, DNA,
and consciousness.
When they have fully anchored the higher energy system, they are in effect living in a
completely different world, a vibratory domain with different rules, physics and
capabilities. I should add that the higher mind is also a tool that must come into play, but
it is important to understand that the High Mind is a tool of the Heart, and the mind
should not be conducting the symphony. The coherence of the heart is first, in this
regard.
Rupert: So we broadcast a song from our selves? And if it “matches” the key of a higher
realm, we can access that story, or level? Can we still access this 3D realm, and this story?
Leaf: Yes, you don’t leave this realm, because the higher dimensions are more
encompassing and can expand to encircle this one. We don’t leave 3D. Thus, if you are
emitting a 5D tone, which is like you broadcasting strong love and vibrant coherence, you
have not necessarily left the physical reality—you have just encompassed more
dimensions, and that includes 3D. You are still human, with a human body. You will
simply become more fully multi-dimensional, while remaining in the physical reality, and
your mind will be capable of accessing various branches and levels in the Helix Library—
the mind will become winged—and even capable of broadcasting and living in some of
the worlds that can be found in the Helix Library through the Interleaf Portals. For yes,
the songs/information are worlds of their own, though all realities can interface with one
another, in a complex holographic architecture.
Many people in consciousness communities talk about ascension when it may be
interesting to conceive of it as the opposite: our souls or our Entities are descending into
the body: we are learning to embody soul, here, where we are. We aren’t ascending to
some astral heaven: we are marinating the complex chaos of the 3D world with the
original harmonies.
Rupert: Are there other ways to access the Helix Library? Do magicians, sorcerers,
witches, priestesses, or shamans enter?
Leaf: Yes, there are, and yes, many do.
First, I would like to first add to my last answer that love, appreciation and the heart
virtues create what is known as coherence within the individual, and it is this level of
coherence that decrees which level of the Library one can investigate. Coherence is a
scientific term describing a highly efficient psycho-physiological state in which all systems
of the human body, including the cardiovascular, hormonal, nervous and immune systems
are working efficiently and harmoniously, leading to improved emotional stability,
increased cognitive function and transformation of the immune suppressing effects of
anger, fear, stress, compulsive behaviours and other negative states into harmonious states
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of being and living. The good work being done by the Institute of Heartmath and the
Global Coherence Project offers the science behind these statements, and they offer many
excellent free resources that can teach how to generate internal coherence via the
electromagnetic torus field generated by the heart.
Coherence as a word generally means “sticking together” and in this sense, what creates
an individual’s coherence is their ability to have all their various systems and sub-systems
working in agreement—which is harder than it sounds. The thought-scape of the
individual is often at odds not only with its various personalities (many different thoughtscapes), but is also in conflict with the emotion-scape, which can be at odds with the
physical vessel. The liver vibrates differently than the heart, which is a frequency different
than the stomach. The human system is a collection of non-aligned entities, which is
really the reason being a human can be so challenging. Your collective must be gathered
into a working alignment, with the Sovereign Entity as the leader in the symphony—not
the mind as leader, as many believe.
Alignment is like a laser, where all particles of light are focused on the same thing—in
agreement. Agreement between one’s various personalities, systems, organs, thoughts,
emotions, and stratums of identity, including soul-self, I AM self, ego-self, emotional-self,
mental-self, physical self, environment-self, etc…creates internal coherence. In Ælfhood
terminology, we would say that all of these selves are under one hood: selfhood, and the
one that conducts the symphony of self should be the only self that is able to encompass
all of these disparate selves. That self is the Sovereign Entity—by whatever name you
want to call it. This agreement, concord, harmony, and flow both creates and is created
by emotional coherence generated by the electromagnetic torus field from the heart, and
this equation is the one that eventually will dislodge a human from the controlling aspects
of the matrix programs.
I wanted to add that before we continued with your question.
Rupert: Okay, thanks. I can relate to that. I was curious if there are other ways than love
and coherence, that can open the higher levels of the Helix Library.
Leaf: Speaking strictly about humans, yes, but in most cases this is a temporary forcing,
and the effect can be violent and destabilizing on these individuals and their contextual
reality. Some seers, sorcerers or magicians have done this, but they aren’t truly entering
the higher stories—more like ripping a hole in the wall and looking in, and the effect for
someone who is incoherent will always be temporary, and the information they access is
rarely useful to them, because they have not become harmless, and because generally
there will be distortions in their thought-scape that will “twist” the information they
receive. Often they will misuse the information gained, misunderstand it, or otherwise
distort it. In essence, they will simply “subvert” the higher version to a lower version,
almost immediately. Though again, there are exceptions, which may be another side
topic.
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Other beings, interdimensional in nature, may have access to higher levels of the Library
containing advanced technological information, however I hesitate to discuss this in
detail, as these beings are not human, and so the rules are not the same, mostly because
they are not living on earth in physical, human bodies. Everything I said relates to
humans, with human bodies. Technological information can be advanced, but not
properly connected to Harmony, and the higher levels of the Helix Library are always
characterized by the balance between technology and nature, between yang and yin.
When technology is aligned in this manner, it will not be the vicious, damaging, separatist
factor that it has been, in Earth’s current history. Instead, technology will be properly used
as a tool for sovereign networks and planetary liberation.
Rupert: You mentioned the authors who distorted the Original Stories were the first
creators of the Babel Tower and its distorted subversions—the Shadow Subversions. Can
you be more specific about these entities?
Leaf: I wouldn’t necessarily call them authors, but they did pose as authorities. And they
were not creating originally for the most part, but taking the Original Stories and
perverting and subverting the Templates. This was done by a collection of forces that
were originally non-native to Earth. I call these forces the descendants of the Original
Enemy, although other people on the planet have referred to them by other names,
including the Nephilim, the Annunaki, the Echthroi, and the Reptilian Cabal, most of
these in a mythological sense. Not all of these monikers are referring to the exact same
group of beings, but it is an incredibly complex subject, and I’ll just be touching on the
skin of one part of this vast story today.
In the Helix Library Mythos these beings are referred to as the descendants of First Shadow.
Many years ago these beings travelled to Earth to mine gold and through a series of
electric-magnetic events, they made the far-reaching choice to enslave higher dimensional
beings (us) in a simulated physical reality system by suppressing, boxing, and trapping
their minds with the low-stories in the Helix Library, and forcing them into a moneycontext world that equated gold with one’s Sovereignty, and then generated a controlled
system that denied the free flow of that resource by energizing survival fields and the
programs of lack, need and seeking.
This alien force first came to Earth, according to sources, hundreds of thousands of years
ago.
Rupert: I’ve read about this. It is a common story in conspiracy theory circles and in
consciousness circles—the Annunaki were an inter-dimensional race with a soul DNA
template that was linked to reptilian DNA, and they wanted gold to fix their atmosphere.
And Earth had gold in abundance.
Leaf: According to some researchers, yes, but that may have been either a cover story, or
perhaps it was misinterpreted. An Alchemist friend of mine, Eth, tells me that gold was
used by the Annunaki to simulate the light-body or soul and to tune into the matrix, in
effect blocking out the signals from origins or Source, thus feeding their separatist
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agendas. It also may have been used by some interdimensional races the way some
humans use drugs: to enhance perception along the lines of the simulation and intensify
emotional highs. So it may have been metaphorical: they needed gold to bolster their own
personal atmosphere, or mood if you will. Gold keeps one’s frequency tuned to the
matrix, so it may have also been this sense of “atmosphere” that was meant. But really,
the mythology of gold has many, many layers.
This may be the link as to why creating emotional coherence in one’s personal life, as a
human, is so relevant—these beings created fake projections that when entered,
stimulated our lower emotional fields and the energy system of survival based on fear,
keeping us locked in the reality stories they created for us to inhabit, worlds with an
intense need for gold/money, a deeply rooted fear of its lack, and a massive hierarchy
surrounding it. These projections were and are sustained by our lower emotional fields.
While the Annunaki continued to use the white light and the gold to artificially strengthen
their own life-force and to remain in bliss—an artificially stimulated bliss, I should add.
Rupert: I’d like to discuss the Annunaki or Nephilim further as I feel these beings, by
whatever name you want to call them, are an important piece of the puzzle, and I’ve been
wondering about how they are connected to our timeline, destiny, and future, and I want
to know more specifically the story of how they tricked or enslaved us with the mindboxes. But I’ve been wanting to ask you about the Ælves, although I know you said you’d
like to save most of the details of that for the next interview. You’ve made a claim to be
from this lineage which is a bit odd given that most people think elves are fantastical
creatures in fantasy books. Some people, especially in Europe, depicted elves as small,
mischievous creatures part of Faerie, a supernatural realm often referred to as the
“otherworld.” You are using the Ælven term differently than all these. Can you explain
further?
Leaf: Yes. There are seven different ways to answer this, and sorry for being annoying
and cryptic. First off, lets talk from a cosmological, mythological perspective. Using this
lens, the Ælves are the First Characters.
Imagine—mythologically speaking—there was some kind of first source or prime creator
that generated all of existence, and this force was not form, but the formless primal light
and sound. As Creation expanded from this first point it eventually decelerated into
various levels of density, and beings lived within these different hierarchies of vibrations,
from the most rarefied, original forms, to the lower, densest forms such as humans, along
a continuum.
The first individuated beings after the formless first source were our ancient future selves:
a collective of archetypical creators who were the architects of archetypes, the makers of
templates, the genetic engineers, and these first beings have been known mythologically
by many names. I alluded to them earlier: they created the Original Stories, and were the
First Characters. Sometimes I refer to them as Ælves, though that’s not their true name,
but is a great moniker.
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The “first character” in the Hebrew alphabet which was said to descend from the light, is
Aleph, by the way, also spelled Alef.
James Mahu calls these same beings WingMakers. Biblically they have been known as the
Elohim, a word that never meant God, singular, but gods, plural: us. In various
mythologies, these beings were known as the Shining Ones. In Mayan mythology, the
Viracocha. In the Ælfhood Mythos, which has now been re-named to The Helix Library
Mythos a sub-group of these First Characters or Creators are known as Ælves, and they
are humans in the Ancient Future, directly connected to our genetic lineages. The Ælves
are the generators of blueprints, the makers of stories, the weaver of original twisting
strands. They are the blueprints of our original selves.
There are some humans today who are in the process of remembering or re-interfacing
with these ancient future selves by activating the blueprints that these original selves
deposited in the DNA.
The Ælves are both the descendants and antecedents of humanity, or to be more specific,
one genetic sub-group of humanity. In the near future, the Helix Library will be reorganized by human minds, and different groups will each be able to easily access
different branches, songs, compositions, chambers and collections in the Helix Library
that are relevant to their lives, lineages, and tribes, as well as to their purposes as lifeforms on the planet.
One of these discrete sub-minds will be related to a particular genetic coding, and this is
the Ælven lineage, and some humans with this lineage will be catalyzed by the Ælven
collection of resonant information stored in the Library. So in effect, those humans with
Ælven genetics are part of a sub-group of humanity that will in the near future coalesce
as tribes, and these tribes have a specific purpose. So the Ælves are in a sense, both the
past and future selves of a select group of humans.
Rupert: This is getting confusing. Which humans?
Leaf: The ones with resonant genetics. Some of these are the ones who resonate with the
Ælven wing of the Library, which the Ælfhood Mythos was designed to share. In the next 3
- 200 years, more and more humans will wake up to the realization they are part of this
genetic lineage, in a real sense. Just as more and more humans will wake up to other subgroups or tribes of humanity. It will be a great sense of coming home, returning to the
first Tribes, and the re-creation of new tribes that has been intuited by many hearts and
minds throughout history. This is when the myths and original stories of humanity are
leavened in a new light and unfold into our waking days. This is where and when the
ancient future becomes real. The future is rendered in mythology, though we think that
myths render the past.
I apologize for the confusion: I think I may have tried to explain too many data points, at
once, and things got muddled. It was a challenge for me. Let me try it this way: anybody
can have an Ælven self, because the word elf is in the word Self, and these original
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creators are part of us, or we are part of them: they are our original selves, by whatever
name you want to call them. That said, there will be specific people who may be more
tuned into the mythological Ælven information packets at this time, and I think my point
is, that the Original Selves can take many forms.
Rupert: What about the Ælves as related to our planetary origins and history?
Leaf: I find it challenging to discuss non-time and the higher dimensions with linear word
logic so bear with me, I’ll try to make the information packets manageable. The following
thought-forms, as many of the thought-forms I share, are mythological, so the metaphors
may be leveled up or down, expanded left or right, or transversed onto different planes.
Listen lightly, openly, and understand that information comes in versions. This goes for all
the things I say. The same truth can be told in many different ways: we can outfit it in
many different clothes. One reason for this is that different people will enjoy different
types of clothing. Some want flared pants, others want glittery silver vests, others want
wizard robes, others want the perfect pair of genes. The core truth wears no clothes and
has no body, and is impossible to describe other than through the “lie” of the clothing we
place on it, to make it visible to our human senses.
Consider the following creation story: before humanity as we know it existed on the
planet, there were various groups of Sovereign beings living on the planet, at an
interdimensional, non-physical level, back when the planet was made of etheric, nonphysical water. The Ælves lived as a tribe of Sovereigns or Creators on the central island
of Earth. However, when the cataclysm in Ætlantis occurred and earth densified into
physicality, (this densification was a process that took long stretches of geologic time, by
the way), many of the Ælves became human, and entered time, space, and the physical
dimension in human bodies.
Other groups of Sovereigns also donned human bodies during the Fall of Ætlantis,
entering and becoming trapped in the third dimension from their indigenous,
interdimensional existence. So, the Sovereigns were the Original Archetypes that
informed the blueprints of humans. You can think of the origins of all of humanity as
Sovereigns, and then, there are groups, tribes, clans, and lineages of these Sovereigns, and
the Ælves are one of these many Sovereign Tribes.
Rupert: Are the Sovereign Tribes related?
Leaf: Yes, collectively the tribes are known as humanity, and there are various sub-groups
in humanity, across various membranes. The Ælves are one of the original tribes. There
are also inter-tribal connections through mage lineages, seer lineages, shaman lineages,
storyteller lineages, and all others. Because each part of the universe contains the whole,
the way a hologram does, each unit will contain nodes that connect to similar nodes in
other units. As an example, the Ælven tribe may contain a member who shares a node
point with a different tribe, such as a Storyteller who belongs both to the Ælven tribe as
well as to the lineage of all Storytellers, from various tribes.
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Rupert: Why have the identity of the tribes been suppressed? Who would have
something to lose from your disclosure, assuming anyone believed it or wanted to engage
with the—metaphor? Also, you mentioned that you are speaking metaphorically—what
do you mean? Is this even real, or are you relating this just as a story?
Leaf: Metaphorical and mythological lenses can be applied so we can use language to
frame experience and reality. When speaking human languages we always have to use a
certain type of framework, or we could say nothing at all. The literal framework is a way
to say certain things, and most humans are dominantly tuned to this frame. The
mythological framework is a way to say certain things that exist at a level of perception
below or beyond the mundane, literal reality.
The 3D world is the physical, literal world, but that reality domain is a simulated illusion
created for the usage of your eye-brain. It is not the whole reality, it is a
compartmentalized, simulated, segregated stage set up as a program for human minds
and lower expressions. This stage or wing is a boxed matrix wherein humans live, thinking
that they see and understand the universe, when they are perceiving merely an
infinitesimal amount of data: only the data that their human body vessels are designed to
perceive.
The true Reality is a complex, vast, multi-dimensional entity with interfaces at every node
point of an impossible to describe network of sovereign, alive beings and life-forms of
infinite descriptions all enfolded in an implicate order. To begin to touch the other levels
of reality, we need to use tools such as art, story, and metaphor to even start to conceive
of them.
The censorship conspiracy was initiated to keep us locked into perceiving only this
simulation, and this censorship has taken many forms over the life-span of humans, in
order to keep humanity enslaved in the lower mind systems and mind-boxes. It is no
reach to say that most if not all of what humanity believes is actually a lie or a distortion
of the truth. The lower library was created purposefully to prevent humans from realizing
they are Sovereign, and to keep the consensus reality program intact, so that its creators
could be in control of the power assets and resources. Any information that seeks to
dismantle this system, is dangerous to those who hold the reins of power.
Whenever there is a system attempting to enslave souls and box minds, there will be forms
of natural rebellion from the structure being imposed from the external authority. Since
the first inception of the program created to house souls, there has been pockets of
Sovereigns designed to do the opposite, and one of these is a mage enclave that has
secretly gone about the business of resistance.
Rupert: Are you part of this enclave? Does it have a name? Is this where you got your
title from—Ælfmage?
Leaf: The mage enclave is a self-organizing First Intelligence Ring, and many though not
all of its members are Ælves. Members are selected by their desire to serve for the benefit
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of all, and also by their capacity to use the Heart Compass, the Spiral Tower, the
Alchemical Laboratory, the Helix Library, the Game Temple, the Seventh Direction, and
the Tree of Portals—mythologically and metaphorically speaking of course. Unlike most
enclaves, it is made up of mostly solitary members, and each member is aligned first with
their own Source, and only insofar as that alignment aligns with the Enclave, are they a
member.
As for where I got my title. Titles and Naming is a powerful magic, one that intersperses
dimensions and is a little like a piece of a hologram becoming aware of its whole, or the
way a chorus becomes aware of the whole composition, the way a leaf becomes aware of
the whole tree, and understanding the relationship and interplay between the unique part
and the common entirety may be one element in Naming Magic, though certainly not the
only one. Another is becoming aware of the aim or purpose of the Entity, as well as it’s
origins, for it to be a True Name. I’m aware that I’m being obtuse and somewhat cryptic,
but semantics, naming and the origin of words and the interface of language is a complex
topic, so I’ll leave my answer with just these few brushstrokes, for now. Perhaps we can
come back to this topic in one of our next interviews.
Rupert: I’d like to discuss the censorship conspiracy and the cabal in more detail, as I
think that knowing the First Shadow’s descendants, as you’ve called them, is one of the
keys to coming to know ourselves, so maybe that’s where we can pick up in our next
interview. You also promised to tell me the story of what happened the first time you went
to the Helix Library, how you met the Librarian, and the correspondences that Dragon
gave you.
Leaf: Of course. My translations of material left in the Ælven wing of the Library is my
central mission, so I’ll be glad to focus there. We can pick up again with that thread.
Before we sign off, I’d like to express my gratitude for James Mahu of WingMakers,
without whom I may not have discovered the Helix Library. Anyone familiar with his
work will right away notice his quite obvious influence on my own, and I acknowledge
this openly and gladly. It is with the widest and most holographic appreciation I know
that I acknowledge his vital impact on my work, life, and total being. I consider his own
work the most potent Source Version I am aware of.
Thanks for listening.

{END OF INTERVIEW 1}
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